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Adding CPT Codes in the Interventions Table 

A number of billing codes have been approved for use by therapists during the COVID-19 

pandemic. Codes are added from Main Menu > Table Maintenance > Interventions. These 

functions require the role of either Facility Admin or Power User. 

 

Codes are modified at the facility level for each discipline (see screenshots below): 
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Follow these steps, outlined in the screenshots above: 

1. Choose the Facility from the dropdown  

2. Choose the Discipline ‘PT’   

3. Apply Filter  

4. Expand ‘Facility’ 

5. Choose the Discipline ‘PT’  

6. You may enter the following telemedicine billing codes and their descriptions using the Add 

New button.   
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7. Enter the billing codes you anticipate needing during this time. Consult with your Billing 

Department for Amount and Relative Value (RVU) fields.  The Export Code should also be 

obtained from your Billing Department, if applicable. 

8. Update either the Medicare Amount or Percent for each new code. 

9. This process must be repeated for each discipline, each code, and each Facility. 

Note: Verification of codes that your local private carriers will recognize is recommended. 

 

Entering New Modifiers 

Two modifiers, CR and DR (Catastrophe/Disaster Related), may be applied depending on the type of 

billing your facility does.  Investigating through CMS which code(s) apply to your organization is 

strongly recommended to avoid denials. 

 

Follow these steps to enter new modifiers, outlined in the screenshots below: 

1. Determine if your facility should use just CR or the combination CR, DR. 

2. Navigate to Main Menu > Table Maintenance > Physical Therapy > Treatment Note > 

Interventions > Modifiers.    

3. Based on your investigation, CR or the combination CR, DR should be added to the table. Then 

each should be added to other existing individual codes and combination, with the exception 

of those including the modifiers 59, CO or CQ (Note that assistants are unable to bill for 

e-visits). For example, if you have the code KX in your modifier table, you would leave it as a 

single code, then add the combinations, KX, CR or KX, CR, DR. Note: any additions to the 

Physical Therapy modifier table will also appear in the OT and SLP modifier tables, so these only 

need to be added once.  

Updated modifiers include those related to services rendered via synchronous 

telecommunications: GT (for Medicare patients) and 95 (those with private insurance). These 

should be added using the same process described above and shown below. 

4. These modifiers would then be available for selection from the Modifiers list in the Treatment 

Note > Interventions tab. 

5. Test your interface to ensure these modifiers flow appropriately to claims.  If they do not 

appear as expected, contact: ReDocTechSupport@nethealth.com for assistance.    
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Questions? 

If you need assistance with any of the steps outlined in this document, please contact support 

at ReDocTechSupport@nethealth.com or at 844-464-9348 option 1. 
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